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The Lost Ireland of Stephen Gwynn 2015-07 a study of the rich and engrossing life of stephen gwynn an important political cultural and literary

figure from the lost world of late nineteeth and early twentieth century ireland

Political Thought in Ireland 1776-1798 2002-11-07 this is the first comprehensive analysis of late eighteenth century irish patriot thought and

its development into 1790s radical republicanism the book is a history of the rich political ideas and languages that emerged from the

tumultuous events and colourful individuals of this pivotal period in irish history patriots radicals and republicans played key roles in the

movements for free trade legislative independence parliamentary reform catholic relief and independence frombritain and many of their ideas

helped precipitate the rebellion in 1798 stephen small explains the ideological background to these issues sheds new light on the origins of

irish republicanism and places late eighteenth century irish political thought in the wider context of british atlantic and european ideas dr small

argues that irish patriotism radicalism and republicanism were constructed out of five key political languages protestant superiority ancient

constitutionalism commercial grievance classical republicanism and natural rights these political languages which were irish dialects of

languages shared with the english speaking and european world combined in the late 1770s to construct the classic expression of irish

patriotism this patriotism was full of contradictions containing the seeds of radical reform catholic emancipation and republican separatism as

well as a defence of protestant ascendancy over the next two decades the american and french revolutions the reform movement popular

politicization ascendancy reaction and catholic political revival disrupted and transformed these languages causing the fragmentation of a

broad patriot consensus and the emergence from it of radicalism and republicanism these developments are explained in terms of tensions

and interactions between protestant assumptions of catholic inferiority the increasing popularity of natural rights and theenduring centrality of

classical republican concepts of virtue to all types of patriot thought

The History of Ireland 1923 a random collection of tales of human tragedy eccentrics crime and punishment hanging and rioting on the green

the green for several hundred years was effectively the killing fields of dublin where the city s criminals were taken to be hanged within these

pages you will find tales of high profile executions and lesser known ones such as the hanging of the brothel keeper darky kelly and the

barbaric execution of mary fairfield the last person to be hanged there 1784 also included are dan the liberator who fought a battle with his

love rival at harcourt fields the champion archer celia betham and bridget hitler sister in law of adolf tales of rioting on the green a race in the
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iveagh gardens between a man and a horse called rover and a host of characters and incidents that you won t find in any guidebook

The History of Ireland 1908 in ireland s call bbc journalist stephen walker charts the fascinating stories of 40 irishmen who swapped the sports

field for the battlefield household names who gave up their blossoming careers to volunteer for the great war using rare archive letters

memoirs and newspaper reports this compelling book features the stories of sportsmen whose lives were tragically cut short in the mud of the

somme the despair of ypres and the heat of gallipoli it chronicles the remarkable achievements of irish international footballers and rugby

players athletes gaa stars cricketers hockey players and a record breaking irish champion golfer a century on their sacrifices and those of a

generation of irish sporting heroes are finally and faithfully recorded in this unique and evocative account

The Famous Cities of Ireland 1915 ulster is a book by stephen lucius gwynn it describes the geography and history of ulster one of the four

traditional irish provinces with early history that extends further back than written records and survives mainly in legends such as the ulster

cycle

Ireland and Its Rulers 1844 new updated edition the power game lifts the lid on the modern struggles for power within fianna fáil including the

heaves against charles haughey and the shafting of albert reynolds it also explores in detail the careers of jack lynch charles haughey albert

reynolds and bertie ahern and looks at the impact on the party of the explosive revelations at the judicial tribunals about the extent of

corruption in irish public life new material stephen collins examines the most recent disclosures concerning the arms crisis of 1970 and

information released from the military archives

St Stephen's Green 2020-05-06 this book examines memoir writing by many of the key political actors in the northern irish troubles 19691998

and argues that memoir has been a neglected dimension of the study of the legacies of the violent conflict it investigates these sources in the

context of ongoing disputes over how to interpret northern irelands recent past a careful reading of these memoirs can provide insights into the

lived experience and retrospective judgments of some of the main protagonists of the conflict the period of relative peace rests upon an

uneasy calm in northern ireland many people continue to inhabit contested ideological territories and in their strategies for shaping the

narrative telling of the conflict key individuals within the protestant unionist and catholic irish nationalist communities can appear locked into

exclusive and self justifying discourses in such circumstances while some memoirists have been genuinely self critical many others have
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utilised a post conflict language of societal

Ireland’s Call 2015-09-07 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you

will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the

world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the

united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a

reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we

concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support

of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ulster 2022-08-10 in exquisitely detailed illustrations and engaging words stephen conlin and peter harbison bring alive the story of dublin its

architecture and streetscapes its government and its people from viking times to the present day

The Power Game 2001 rosamond stephen 1868 1951 was an englishwoman who spent most of her life unsuccessfully trying to reconcile

protestants and catholics in ireland the daughter of a theist judge and niece of sir leslie stephen editor of the dictionary of national biography

she was received into the church of ireland in 1896 and worked as a lay missionary in working class belfast her attempts to meet assist and

talk politics with belfast catholics aroused suspicion in both communities and her ecumenical quest ended in disillusionment this selection from

her wartime letters to her sisters records her unique approach to philanthropy her fervent support for the war effort and her growing disgust

with the british administration of ireland the editor s introduction reveals the frustration of a unionist who viewed the great war as a lost

opportunity for reconciliation her letters apply an idiosyncratic moral perspective to ireland s political history

St. Stephen's Review 1886 the island of ireland is home to one of the world s great literary and artistic traditions this book reads irish literature

and art in context of the island s coastal and maritime cultures beginning with the late imperial experiences of jack and william butler yeats

and ending with the contemporary work of anne enright and sinead morrissey it includes chapters on key historical texts such as erskine

childers s the riddle of the sands and on contemporary writers including eiléan ní chuilleanáin and kevin barry it sets a diverse range of writing
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and visual art in a fluid panorama of liquid associations that connect irish literature to an archipelago of other times and places situated within

contemporary conversations about the blue and the environmental humanities this book builds on the upsurge of interest in seas and coasts in

literary studies presenting james joyce elizabeth bowen john banville and many others in new coastal and maritime contexts in doing so it

creates a literary and visual narrative of irish coastal cultures across a seaboard that extends to a planetary configuration of imagined islands

The Politics of Memoir and the Northern Ireland Conflict 2013 the no 1 bestseller a triumph nicola tallant sunday world crime world podcast an

incredible catalogue of mayhem amazing pat kenny newstalk riveting irish times meet the wilsons the deadliest family in crime brothers eric

keith and john wilson their cousin alan and nephew luke shared a trade assassination working for ireland s criminal gangs they brought

bloodshed and chaos to the streets the wilsons were not choosy about their targets hutches real ira chiefs or random opponents from pub

rows they were all the same to them nor were they picky about motives as long as the price was right they asked no questions the hitmen is

the shocking story of how a family cornered the market in intimidation and vengeance it details the terrible cost in human suffering particularly

the death of an innocent teenage girl mariaora rostas when she randomly crossed their path and it reveals how one by one each of the

wilsons was put out of business the hitmen draws on exclusive access to wire taps case files and interviews with sources close to the gang

who have never spoken before no 1 bestselling authors stephen breen and owen conlon have written an extraordinary account of a family

business like no other

The History of Ireland 1902 this is the story of the lally family between 1818 and 1848 it could just as easily be your story if you have

ancestors who were among over a million people who left the beautiful and tragic land of ireland in the 1840s this family lived in the loughrea

area county galway ireland and their story is similar to that of so many irish families as they struggled against the odds were overwhelmed by

the tragedy of the great famine and were forced to leave their beloved homeland this book explores how the irish lived at this time how they

thought and the reasons for their situation in ireland it brings together the many strands of irish society and the economics politics and

philosophy that dominated their lives it describes the terrible journeys that members of the family undertook to reach england america canada

and australia

The History of Ireland 2019-02-28 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of munster by stephen lucius gwynn digicat publishing
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considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern

format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it

deserves as a classic of world literature

Antiquities of Westminster, the old palace, St. Stephen's Chapel ... 1807 this book aims to account for the reception treatment and sometimes

eventual deportation of asylum seekers in ireland by analysing how they are framed and dealt with by the irish state both historically and

theoretically grounded it will discuss contemporary immigration policies and issues in light of the overall social historical and economic

development of irish society and state immigration policy state power and asylum seekers in ireland will be of interest to scholars and students

in the fields of historical sociology sociological theory and social policy with a focus on discourses of patterns of european migration the

changing role and function of the state and its policies and the psycho social experience of asylum seekers

the history of ireland, from the earliest period to the present time 1814 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important

and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the

original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in

our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america

and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a

copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant

marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the

public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and

relevant

Dublin 2016 this guide to ireland provides information on hotels and restaurants ranked for value and quality with proven strategies for getting

the best deals it gives the lowdown on parks and gardens and inside information on nightlife and shopping

The St. Stephen's chronicle 1875 stephen conway s study offers a different perspective on eighteenth century britain and ireland s relationship

with continental europe acknowledging areas of difference and distinctiveness but also pointing to areas of similarity
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Calendar of Documents, Relating to Ireland 2011 politician peacemaker persuader john hume was a titan of irish history a tireless architect of

the good friday agreement who received the nobel peace prize for his part in ending decades of conflict in northern ireland but who was the

real john hume what motivated the former history teacher to reach beyond political lines what sustained him during the bloodiest years of

violence how did he impel the ira to end its long running campaign how did he convince presidents and prime ministers to take risks and back

his vision for northern ireland how should he be remembered in john hume the persuader stephen walker draws on over 100 interviews with

family members colleagues and critics across the political spectrum as well as never before published interviews with hume himself to present

a probing balanced and immensely readable portrait of one of the most significant political figures in northern ireland and the world the

definitive biography of john hume freya mcclements northern editor irish times this superb biography does full justice to a towering figure david

mccullagh rtÉ broadcaster and author a riveting portrait of a man who changed ireland gary murphy professor of politics dcu and author

scrupulously fair deeply researched and insightful sam mcbride northern ireland editor belfast telegraph

St Stephen's Green, Dublin, 1660-1875 1836 many analyses of ireland s past and present are couched in colonial terms for some it is the

only framework for understanding ireland others reject the label this study evaluates and analyzes the situation ranging from ancient and

medieval past to 1990s literary and postcolonial theory
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